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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0087733A1] 1. Distributor unit for heating and/or cooling installations which operate with a flowable heat exchange medium, for
connection of a plurality of flow circuits with like or equivalent distributor elements with lead and return chambers (11, 12) as well as in some cases
integrally installed valves and fittings in a control section on transverse distributors (4, 14, 15, 71, 72), the distributor elements being grouped
together in a side-by-side arrangement with intermediate spaces between them and distributor elements of other flow circuits, the arrangement
resembling a panel and the distributor elements being enclosed by a heat insulation, characterised in that lead and return lines are in each case
constructed in a common hollow column as distributor columns (1, 2, 3) which are subdivided by a heat-permeable partition (9) into two chambers
(11, 12), each distributor column being enclosed by a heat lagging engaging around the entire outer periphery, and in that the valves, such as check,
throttle, regulating and reversing elements (22, 23, 36, 32, 35), delivery pumps (29, 291) and the like are disposed in the interior of the chambers
(11, 12), being connected through the heat lagging layer (43, 44) to their positioning devices which are on the outside in relation to the chambers.
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